
Logan Vocalist is a Kontakt Instrument, based on the strange, wonderful and extremely
rare Vocalist synthesiser, designed by Logan Electronics. 

The defunct Logan Electronics company created a small selection of synthesiser models 
during their existence; some of these models are extremely difficult to find.
The Logan Vocalist is one of the rarest synths created by Logan Electronics and it has 
taken many, many years to source this synthesiser. You now have access to the rare
sounds of this synthesiser, for your own music productions.

The sounds created by a Logan Vocalist are choir like, and although they can be a tad 
resonant at times, the use of EQ can bring out a warmer, and less resonant
sounding tone.
When using the Kontakt version, it can also be beneficial to use EQ to shape
the tone, or use the included extra filters to further modify the tone.
 
The real hardware has only a limited set of controls, to modify the sound; this can lead 
one to a conclusion of the Vocalist being 'a bit of a one trick pony', however, the 
Logan Vocalist is what it is: a beautiful and unusual sounding synthetic choir.

The Kontakt version has many extra features which make it more versatile than its
hardware counterpart.

TWO SETS OF SAMPLES ARE AVAILABLE FOR USE: CLEAN and TAPE.

The clean set of samples are not coloured by any external processing etc.



This instrument requires Kontakt 5.2.1 or higher(full retail version) and 450MB of free hard 
disk space.

It is best to install this instrument on the hard drive of your system that is used for storing
your audio/samples etc. Simply unzip the .zip file to your hard drive and you should now
see a directory structure, exactly the same as the diagram, below.

It is very important to retain this directory structure to ensure the instrument finds all the 
files it needs.

Please note: it is not possible to utilise the Add library function of Kontakt; add library is 
only available for libraries that have licensed the Kontakt Player from Native Instruments.
To license, the player is very expensive and would greatly increase the cost of this library
and is usually out of reach for the smaller, indie Kontakt developer.

HOW TO INSTALL LOGAN VOCALIST

TAPE BASED SAMPLE SET CREATED USING VINTAGE CASSETTE RECORDER AND
1960's PRE-AMP.

I wanted the tape version to have a hissy and lo-fi character, so I used a very old domestic
cassette deck (see below).



Simply click on a .nki file in the Presets folder and this will load the preset into Kontakt.
You can then click on the left/right arrows to load new presets.

OVERVIEW OF INSTRUMENT.

Below is the main panel of the instrument and contains the controls to shape the basic tone,
volume and volume envelopes of the 3 choir sections of the Logan Vocalist. A real Logan
Vocalist has 3 choir sections, comprising: Tenore, Soprano and Solo and our Kontakt
version has exactly the same 3 sections in place, for you to use.

LOADING PRESETS.

Extra filters have been added, to allow for the creation of sounds that are not possible on
a real Logan Vocalist. Below is the vowel filter, and as you can see, each section of the
Vocalist (Tenore, Soprano and Solo) has its own dedicated vowel filter.
This filter is quite subtle in its alteration of the basic Vocalist tone, but can be used to 
enhance the vocal type quality. Each filter has a dedicated ADSR envelope and
controls and also a dedicated LFO which is controlled by the speed and depth controls.



Below is the main synth filter, and as you can see, each section of the Vocalist (Tenore, 
Soprano and Solo) can make use of their dedicated filter.
This filter has a more direct and noticeable effect on the basic Vocalist tones, and can be
used to radically alter the quality of the tones.
Each filter has a dedicated ADSR envelope and controls and also a dedicated LFO which is
controlled by the speed and depth controls.

The control section below has controls which can affect the filter cutoff of the vowel and
synth filters. By adjusting the aftertouch controls, you can control the filter cutoff of any
activated filters by utilising aftertouch of your master keyboard. Velocity can also be set, and
in combination with the aftertouch controls can be used to great expressive effect. 
The monophonic dial places the instrument in monophonic mode and this will allow only one 
note to be played, with auto mode exhibiting a legato behaviour.

It is really worth experimenting with the various controls in each section, to get a feel
for what they do and their 'sweet', spots. Please note: increasing the voices in unison mode 
will result in more CPU being used and this can cause CPU spikes when using older 
computers. 



EFFECTS SECTION.

To activate or de-activate the various effects, simply click on the appropriate red L.E.D in 
the effect activation section of the interface.

Various impulse responses (IR) are available for the Convolution reverb and are easily
selected, by clicking the reverb graphic and choosing a new IR. 
Please note: Changing a IR whilst the reverb is audible will result in audible clicking, due to 
the switching of the newly selected IR.
It is advised to only change the reverb IR when no sound is audible from Logan Vocalist.

The EQ section can be used to shape the sound of the 3 tones and can be used to create
a warmer, mellower choir sound.

Please be aware that adding effects can increase the volume of the overall output of the
instrument and care should be taken to safeguard against clipping.

The tape sample set is activated by clicking the LED in the cassette tape, turning it to a 
orange colour, when active.

The chord, key and scale system allows for chords to be created by playing one note.
To select chord, key and scale, simply click with the mouse and move mouse up or down. 

CREDITS.
Instrument user interface graphics designed by Anders Hedstrom  (Flavours of lime).

Sampling, presets, Kontakt scripting by Stephen Porter (Synth Magic).
My thanks to everyone who buys our products and supports Synth Magic. We are a small 

 indie developer and without you, we would not exist, so thank you. 


